CAMPUSWIDE PROJECTS

Campus Wide Hardware Upgrades
Manager: Carl Westphal
Convert campus to new key system. Upgrade door hardware to be compatible with new key system and safety standards.
Construction scheduled: 2021 - 2022

Campus Wide Lathrop and Lola Tilly Cooling
Manager: David Hooper
Calculate the required cooling loads and design the necessary connections to Lathrop Hall and Lola Tilly's cooling systems.
Construction scheduled: April - July 2022

1. Ben Atkinson Cooling Upgrade
Manager: Cameron Wohlford
Install cooling systems for Atkinson Plant processes.
Construction scheduled: TBD

2. YUKON DRIVE
Campus Wide Hardware Upgrades
Manager: Carl Westphal
Convert campus to new key system. Upgrade door hardware to be compatible with new key system and safety standards.
Construction scheduled: 2021 - 2022

3. MBS Complex High Voltage Feeder
Manager: David Hooper
Replace the 4160 Volt feeder to the MBS complex with a new 12470 volt feeder.
Construction scheduled: Sep 2021-Jul 2022

4. Hess Village Interior Renovations FY22
Manager: Noel Rathbun
Renovate the dormitory apartments to include new paint, floor coverings, kitchen and bathroom cabinets etc.
Construction scheduled: Sep-Dec 2021

5. Duckering Fire Alarm Replacement
Manager: Nick Middelstadt
Replace the existing fire alarm system in Duckering.
Construction scheduled: Sep-Oct 2021

6. Schlabes Auditorium Improvements
Manager: Bob Crenshaw
Replace existing flooring and ceiling. Upgrade AV equipment.
Construction scheduled: Jan-Aug 2022

7. O'Neill Roof Replacement
Manager: Nick Middelstadt
Replace the O'Neill buildings' IRMA roof.
Construction scheduled: Apr-Aug 2022

ON HOLD

12. SRC Basketball Hoop Replacements
Manager: Nick Middelstadt
Replace four to six existing free standing basketball hoops in the SRC with wall or ceiling mounted basketball hoops.
Construction scheduled: Jan 2022

13. O'Neill Roof Replacement
Manager: Nick Middelstadt
Replace the O'Neill buildings' IRMA roof.
Construction scheduled: Apr-Aug 2022

ON HOLD

ON HOLD

8. SRC Basketball Hoop Replacements
Manager: Nick Middelstadt
Replace four to six existing free standing basketball hoops in the SRC with wall or ceiling mounted basketball hoops.
Construction scheduled: Jan 2022

9. O'Neill Roof Replacement
Manager: Nick Middelstadt
Replace the O'Neill buildings' IRMA roof.
Construction scheduled: Apr-Aug 2022
KENAI
Off Campus Kenai Firefighting Foam Investigation
Manager: Cameron Wohlford
Perform soil and groundwater investigation to determine the limits of contamination due to the firefighting foam release from a UAF-owned tank.
Construction scheduled: Apr - May 2021

DILLINGHAM
Bristol Bay Campus Exterior Improvements
Manager: Jakob Theurich
Perform exterior improvements to the Bristol Bay Campus Applied Science and Margaret Wood building.
Construction scheduled: Summer 2022

NOME
Northwest Campus Building and Boardwalk Leveling
Manager: Jakob Theurich
Install additional support pads, level and repair the boardwalk connecting these buildings.
Construction scheduled: Summer 2022

MATSU FARM
MEFEC Campus Earthquake Repairs
Manager: Jakob Theurich
Repair earthquake damage at multiple buildings at the MEFEC.
Construction scheduled: Nov '21 - Feb '22
Matsu Experimental Farm Kertulla Hall Boiler Phase 2
Manager: Jakob Theurich
Replace the existing steam boilers at Kertulla Hall with new natural gas boilers.
Construction scheduled: Nov '21 - Mar '22

BETHEL
Kuskokwim Campus Cultural Center Fire Alarm Replacement
Manager: Jakob Theurich
Replace the existing, obsolete fire alarm system, including the fire alarm panel, smoke detectors and alarm notification devices.
Construction scheduled: Nov '21 - Mar '22
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